George II Double Sconce
Item # CHD1155

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

WE RECOMMEND INSTALLATION OF THIS LIGHTING FIXTURE BE DONE BY A
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
WARNING *** SWITCH OFF THE MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM THE MAIN
FUSE BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER BEFORE INSTALLATION.
INSPECT ITEM CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL. IF THERE IS
ANY DAMAGE OR OBVIOUS DEFECT, DO NOT INSTALL.
ITEM MAY NOT BE RETURNED ONCE IT HAS BEEN INSTALLED.

1.

Carefully unwrap the sconce arms (C) and remove the retainer nut and washer
(D).
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2.

Install the sconce arm by slipping the clear power cords through the hole in the
bracket and secure using the washer and retainer nut (D).Use an adjustable
wrench to tighten.  
DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN.

3.
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The sconce arm has two wire leads coming from it. One is marked with black
tape and the other is not.
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We have supplied two power supply leads – one black, one white.

5.

Connect the wire marked with the black tape to the black lead wire using the
supplied wire connector (E) and wrap with electrical tape.

6.
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7.

Place the metal bowl (F) into place, being careful not to catch the wires
between.

8.

Place a clear rubber spacer (G) between the metal bowl (F) and the glass bowl
(H) and raise the glass bowl (H) into place.

9.
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Connect the unmarked wire to the white lead wire using the supplied wire
connector (E) and wrap with electrical tape.
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4.

Place another rubber spacer (G) between the glass bowl (H) and the finial (J).

10. Secure the glass bowl (H) into place by turning the finial (J) clockwise.  
DO NOT OVER-TIGHTEN.
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11. Remove the mounting plate (K) from the back plate by removing the three
mounting plate screws (L).
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12. Secure the mounting plate (K) to the junction box in your wall using two wall
screws (M).
13. While holding the sconce body assembly, connect the white (neutral) wire from
the fixture to the neutral (usually white) supply wire in your junction box using a
wire nut (E) and wrap with electrical tape.
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14. Connect the black (hot) wire from the fixture to the hot (usually black) wire in
your junction box using a wire nut (E) and wrap with electrical tape.
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15. Connect the green (ground) wire from the fixture to the ground (usually green
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16. Carefully tuck the wires inside the junction box while lifting the backplate of the
sconce body assembly over the mounting plate (K).
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or bare) in your junction box using a wire nut (E).

17. Secure into place using the three side screws(L).
18. Insert bulb (not included) into socket.
19. Restore power to outlet box and test fixture.
20. Installation is complete.
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